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imagine by analogy 
what might be)
Focal system:
model of what is 
(the dominant regime)
Start by asking 
What is a situation that you see as problematic? Identify a set of systemic 
social relationships in this situation. This is your focal system. 
Regimes are functioning instances of the focal system — ways that the 
system is manifested, experienced, and described. 
Name the logics stabilizing the dominant regime — and then 
imagine how such logics might stabilize an alternative 
How does the dominant regime maintain its legitimacy? How and why do 
individuals and organizations participate in the regime’s ongoing 
development? Take these relational characteristics of the regime as its 
logics. 
Fill out the canvas by considering how these logics are expressed in the 
dominant regime — and then how they might be differently expressed in 
your preferred alternative.  
For example: 
• narratives: How is the meaning or function of the regime described or 
understood? Through what story do participants identify with the regime 
or see it as legitimate? 
• goals: What spoken or unspoken goals are assumed for or attributed to 
the regime? 
• values: What values are affirmed through participation in and/or 
identification with the regime? 
• norms, practices, habits: How do the activities of participants shape the 
regime? — and how are these activities shaped in turn? 
• governing institutions: How does institutional design shape 
participation? How are legal, administrative, or regulatory lock-ins 
established or enforced? Are some excluded from participation? 
• materials: How do physical materials or material artifacts shape and 
stabilize participation? 
• finance: How do investments shape and stabilize participation? 
• indicators: How do indicators of success affirm the legitimacy of the 
regime? 
• power: Who benefits from the regime’s persistence? 
• emotions: How does the regime’s persistence afford a sense of security 
or otherwise satisfy the emotional needs of participants? 
For discussion 
After filling out the canvas, consider how the logics of the dominant regime 
reinforce each other. Does each coherently support the regime’s narrative? 
By analogy, how might such reinforcements and coherence be engendered 
in your preferred alternative regime?
model of what might be 
(an alternative regime)logics 
(describe what is, 
imagine by analogy  
what might be)
goal



















How to Fill Out the Canvas Fill Out Your Own CanvasWhat is This?
narrative
shift canvas is a strategic design tool for developing descriptive 
ansformative futures. Describe what is. Then imagine by analogy 
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